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The Exceptional Administrative Professionals Creed
Originator and Author: Ty Howard

I do not choose to be an ordinary professional.
It is my right to be extraordinary and exceptional—For this is the set and identifiable
standard for my position inside businesses throughout the world.
I seek organization over chaos, and healthy relationships and teamwork over conflict.
I do not wish to be kept hidden, because as a floor general – from my position – is
where I thrive and bring out the best in others.
I will do my best to go the extra mile whenever I provide customer service. I will take
calculated risks to streamline and build, and to get things done that others thought
impossible. I will take control of my career and advancement path so I can stay up-todate with technology and new cutting-edge skills.
I refuse to let time beat me. I prefer to use my administrative systems and networks to
prevail over challenges time and time again. The thrill of keeping my managers and
department achieving optimal success proves my commitment to excellence, quality
customer service, effective communication and team success.
I will not trade my positive attitude and smile for a negative one, better yet—a negative
anything. I will never succumb to constant change or whine over being forced to do
more with less. Nor will I bend or be influenced to do anything unethical from my
position—For that will tarnish my character and the brand of all Administrative
Professionals.
It is my heritage to stand proud, unafraid and ready to get tasks and people in order. It
is my personal brand to be a master coordinator and an ambassador of excellence inside
any organization I work. From my heavily depended upon position—I will think and act
for myself, be a consummate professional always, enjoy the benefits of my innovation,
and face the world boldly by saying: "This, with my commitment, care and efforts, I
have done… with excellence, a positive attitude, successful administrative skills and
systems, ethics, and a smile."
Ty Howard is an internationally recognized authority on personal and relationship development.
He is the creator and lead facilitator of the trademarked "Untie the Knots® Personal Performance
Process," and the author of the best-selling book Untie the Knots® That Tie Up Your Life: A
Practical Guide to Freeing Yourself from Toxic Habits, Choices, People, and Relationships.

Admins, the Pulse of the Office

The theme for the 2012 Administrative Professionals Day® Is: “Admins,
the pulse of the office.”
Administrative Professionals Day will mark its 60th anniversary on April 25,
2012. Over those decades, the job of an administrative professional has
changed dramatically thanks to new tools, techniques and seismic shifts in
the economy and culture itself. But admins have remained the steady
center of efficiency through it all, helping ensure that jobs get done right,
on time and under budget. Admins are one of the engines of business,
particularly in a complex economy. In a world that demands the accurate
and speedy movement of digital information, admins are masters of data.
And they do this while maintaining their more traditional role as the
gatekeepers for many customers, clients and employees. Quite simply,
admins are the pulse of the office.

Happy Administrative Professionals Day

